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Abstract 

Existence has always preceded essence. A glaring example of it is the recent 
pandemic the form of Covid-19 when Nature is seen in its most stunning 
structure. The genome-sized infection has shaken the world economy as 
well as constrained people to remain at home. Yet, a closure to this deadly 
dismay revealed a positive side when the environment grew in its natural 
way. A depletion in the ozone layer occurred, showcasing a quality 
improvement. Indeed, even the strict holiness of the river Ganges was 
visible. The creatures or species which couldn’t come out of the group 
moved openly. They could feel comfortable with the encompassing day 
naturally. So this wild Nature here epitomizes Nietzsche’s idea of saying, 
“Everything is essential.” London’s short, bold novel, The Call of the Wild, 
written in 1903, is relevant in the current context. However, it features the 
law of wilderness or Darwin’s natural selection, with a curve making the 
peruser think of endurance not for minor presence but for power. Buck, the 
local canine and the novel’s hero is sold into the administration as a sledge 
hound. Confronting various odd circumstances draws out the wild of him, 
which was basically for his reality. Nevertheless, adjusting to the new set-
up, he wrestles even to keep his ethical quality, astuteness, and 
steadfastness and gains a situation for himself. Buck’s reconnection with his 
instincts and his ability to adapt to the wild can be seen as a metaphor for 
the need for humans to recognize their place in the natural world and 
adopt a more sustainable approach to their interactions with it. By 
embracing the wilderness within ourselves and acknowledging our 
interconnectedness with nature, we can work towards a harmonious 
coexistence with the environment. London’s novel and Nietzsche’s 
philosophy both advocate for a shift in perspective, encouraging 
individuals to move beyond mere survival and embrace personal growth 
and self-realization. By recognizing our intrinsic connection to nature and 
adopting sustainable practices, we can strive for a more balanced and 
respectful relationship with the environment. Taking Nature with its 
uncertainty, this paper attempts to interpret London’s Wild and Nietzsche’s 
Naturalism with a sustainable viewpoint. 
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Jack London’s The Call of the Wild is a bold and intense story of a 
pooch Buck, who fits himself to make due in various circumstances. 
He embraces and adjusts to whatever he faces. No position for the 
peruser, however, is for him to load up with assumptions. It may be 
so because Buck never is apprehensive or frightful of his 
circumstances. He continues pushing forward not to give up, but to 
invigorate himself. Here is the place where the novel investigates 
Nietzsche’s naturalism. The story begins by indicating Buck as a 
credulous pup and, in the best of his occasion, unconscious of the 
preliminary en route. He is neither a “house–hound” nor a “pet hotel 
hound” but rather a canine with “the poise that happens to great 
living and all-inclusive regard” that empowered him to hold himself 
in a “right-regal fashion.” However, this sovereignty doesn’t keep 
going long, and he is “tossed down and flung into confine like a 
crate.” (London, The Call of the Wild (Webster’s Korean Thesaurus 
Edition 5) 

The break with the past “transformed him into a furious devil,” 
however, after a fierce battle with his new ace, Buck wakes up, quiets 
down, and learns the exercise of the “rule of crude law.”(London 8) 
We can relate Buck’s status to Nietzsche’s concept of a ‘Bad 
Conscience’ that flashes a self-reflection strategy through self-
conflicting. Nietzsche contends that man is aware of his requirement 
for upgrading the self. This knowledge generates confidence, and 
this, in turn, helps one to sustain.  

Quoting Nietzsche from Genealogy of Morals:  

The man who is forced into an oppressively narrow and regular 
morality… this animal which is to be ‘tamed,’ which rubs himself raw 
on the bars of his cage, this deprived man [....] who had no choice but 
to transform himself into an adventure, a place of torture, an uncertain 
and dangerous wilderness - this fool, this yearning, and desperate 
prisoner became the inventor of ‘bad conscience. (Nietzsche and Smith 
16)  

The declaration clearly outlines Buck’s point of view. The 
unavoidable realities that apply to everybody take Buck to a “fiercer 
point.” Travelling long haul, the voyaging all over canines causes 
Buck to understand that all of them have to “go under the region of 
the man in the red sweater.” With each savage execution, Buck comes 
to get comfortable with an activity that, “man with a club was a 
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lawgiver, an ace to be agreed.” The people who don’t watch the 
standard is to execute in “the fight for mastery.”(London 9)  

Being passed from enlightened to a crude and natural life, Buck 
learns an exercise that he is no more once he is down in a battle. 
Furthermore, he determines to himself that he will never be down. 
Buck’s thinking again explains Nietzsche’s idea, “What man needs, 
what each littlest piece of a living creature needs, is an augmentation 
of intensity. Taking a stab at this, offers to ascend to both joy and 
pain.” (Janaway 127) The steadiness of the need to exact 
remorselessness consequently has a more profound clarification in 
the alleged truth that “most importantly, a living thing needs to 
release its quality – life itself is the will to power.”(Janaway 127). The 
philosopher’s impulse of opportunity as expressed through Will to 
control is that on the off chance that the living animals can’t discharge 
their quality, at that point, it is to remove from inside through some 
assurance. Buck must learn to be wild, which is the basic paradox of 
the story. In this work, wildness is not just a state of nature that may 
be attained or restored by a return to type, as the naturalist storyline 
of primordial atavism would have it. Attaining wildness necessitates 
a disciplined education, both technical and moral, a divide that has 
been blurred by the portrayal of work/writing. Buck’s renowned 
“call” is more about a sustainable calling than some strange intuitive 
drive towards nature. (Harold 32) 

Furthermore, Buck does moreover when he promises himself not 
to get down. Also, Francois made sure that, “He secured with a will 
and set forth a bold exertion. In any case, it was all new and strange”. 
(London 13). The discussion of Zarathustra in On the Despisers of the 
Body, which explains Nietzsche’s investigation of the self, is material 
here. He explains what the importance sounds, what the brain thinks, 
and that it has never its end in itself. Even though the mind and soul 
would incite us to finish all things; the strategies by which vain they 
are. Sense and soul are instruments and toys: behind them, despite 
everything, lies oneself. Oneself comparably looks for the assets; it 
additionally tunes in with the soul’s ears. Reliably one tunes in and 
looks for: it analyses, overwhelms, vanquishes, annihilates. It controls 
and is liable for the inward personality too. There stands a 
trustworthy ruler behind one’s considerations and emotions, a 
mysterious researcher named self. (Tai 23) 
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This definition is exemplified by Buck when he takes for 
perseverance. He moreover comprehends his altering limits in the 
developing conditions. Else he would have met his “frightful death.” 
The activity law of friendship and affiliation, respect for private 
property, and individual assumptions were the bits of his moral 
nature in the Southland transformed into a “handicap in the savage 
fight for nearness” in the Northland. Buck’s understanding is that he 
learns all the laws of the club and tooth intending to succeed. He 
authenticates the self-confliction overcomes it, and ‘fits the new 
technique for life.’ The author places this distinction in Buck as the 
man’s club in the red sweater had beaten into him an undeniably 
fundamental and unrefined code. Acculturated, he could have kicked 
the container for a moral idea, expressing the obstruction of Judge 
Miller’s riding-whip. Nevertheless, the culmination of his de-human 
advancement was to save his stowaway and to show his willingness 
to escape from the comfort of a moral notion. Since the object of his 
stomach, though, he did not take for the pleasure of it. He didn’t strip 
straight, anyway. He took it quickly and cleverly, remembering the 
club and the tooth. He did the stuff to lay them out because it was 
better than not to do them. 

Buck’s activities and his technique for learning it take up another 
idea of Nietzsche, where he clears the complexity of Culture and 
Civilization. For Nietzsche, Civilization isn’t merely “returned to 
nature”; instead, it’s a potential standard of Culture over Civilization. 
With the new experience, Buck turned his long driving forces alive. 
His prepared Self left him soon, and he invigorated the old life and 
old deludes inside him. There is a necessity of his usual Self, his foul 
culture astounding from the current human advancement. As 
London depicts this way, as a token of what a puppet thing life is, the 
old tune overflowed through him, and he made his imprint again. He 
went ahead of the grounds that men had found a yellow metal in the 
North and considered how Manuel was a cultivator’s accomplice. The 
latter’s wages didn’t lap over his life partner’s prerequisites and 
jumpers little copies of himself.  

From the chance of the animal, he ways towards the case of the 
soul, as Nietzsche calls it. Vanessa’s Nietzsche’s Animal Philosophy 
Culture, Politics, and the Animality of the Human Being: explains that 
instead of human advancement, culture is unequivocally ill-advised 
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and degenerate. What portrays culture is the opportunity from 
counsel, from the “willed and obliged animal controlling” of social 
progress, and from its extremism toward “free spirits.” When culture 
manages the overturn of events, what rules is the animal’s chance and 
spirit? (Lemm 12)  

Buck continues adjusting to the new condition where the best 
approach to nearness is autonomy. From a human headway creature 
that may pass on for a moral idea, the original Buck is anxiously 
taking food from specialists. Curley’s passing, Hunger, Life with the 
new managers, and Rivalry with Spitz – urge Buck to search for a 
“transcendent primordial beast.” This Buck-Spitz fight at first takes 
after as a neck-to-neck fight, yet later on, the writer shows how Buck 
executes Spitz cautiously. He doesn’t just attack Spitz head-on wisely 
but makes his get-together with the more delicate canines, 
incapacitating Spitz’s capacity. With this, he builds up the structure of 
his power. This tact is political for Nietzsche delineates that what 
portrays human progression’s administrative issues is a “continued 
with brutality to animals.” (Lemm 34) Since the animal contradicts 
the continued methodology of its social advancement and 
socialization, “engaging ‘improvement’ (quelling) needs every kind 
of irons and torment to keep up itself against obnoxiousness and 
savage of-prey natures.” (Lemm 34) Just before Buck kills Spitz, the 
author inserts with an applicable sustenance to life: 

There is an ecstasy that marks the summit of life, and beyond 
which life cannot rise. And such is the paradox of living, this ecstasy 
comes when one is most alive, and it comes as a complete 
forgetfulness that one is alive. This ecstasy, this forgetfulness of 
living, comes to the artist, caught up and out of himself in a sheet of 
flame; it comes to the soldier, war-mad on a stricken field and 
refusing quarter; and it came to Buck, leading the pack, sounding the 
old wolf-cry, straining after the food [a rabbit] that was alive and that 
fled swiftly before him through the moonlight. He was sounding the 
deeps of his nature, and the parts of his nature that were deeper than 
he, going back into the Womb of Time. (London 33–34) 

The novelist depicts it as a ‘peculiarity of living,’ where one is, 
for the most part, blasting at the creases with complete interruption. 
Buck feels excitement when he finds the depth of his tendency and 
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the bits of his personality returning into the gut of time. Ensuing 
Spitz, Buck is broadcasted as a “productive victor,” the predominant 
beginning-past beast who had made his butcher and found it 
acceptable.  

Buck’s triumph over Spitz signifies his power with the gathering 
of canines. Regardless, the community itself is constrained by people, 
for instance, Francois and Perrault. Even Buck required his master to 
embrace his triumph. Buck needs Francois and Perrault to give- in 
and recognize his strength and compensation. He will raise the 
gathering’s introduction higher than any time in recent memory by 
driving them. The revolt for predominance is demonstrated not by 
escaping but instead of pulling back around and around, clearly 
stating that he will be substance and satisfactory when his aching 
meets. This craving of Buck is coordinating his progression from 
tame toward a wild one. This improvement is through their strategy 
for comprehension, freeing from all custom, significant quality and 
establishment, and remembering for the movement stacked with 
troubles to comprehend his Self.  

It is here that Nietzsche finds a symbolic connection between a 
butterfly which is flying high and the independent soul, the butterfly 
needs to get past his packaging; he tears at it, and he pulls it: by then, 
the dark light, the space of chance, is blinding and bewildering him. 
The primary undertaking would cause men who are fit for the pain to 
check whether society can change itself from a descent into sharp 
humanity. All have advanced in the hover of moral quality, shifting, 
altering, all is flowing, it is substantial: anyway, everything is 
spouting forward further – to one target (Tai 71). Here, Nietzsche 
points out clearly that the wild is customary, and everyone is a free 
entity willingly facing extraordinary and awful things to experience 
Nature typically.  

Despite how a canine is the novel’s legend, the writer has joined 
human emotions to show the animal-human and the human-animal, 
i.e., the restrained and the strong. In the wake of getting authority 
over his masters, Buck, much of the time, ponders his life at Miller’s 
home; nonetheless, he never has compassion or hopelessness. Or 
maybe, the quality time which he secures makes the sunshine dull 
and decrease before him. The memories of his heredity and the 
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faculties of antecedents which transformed into his affinity kept him 
alive reliably. The ‘mutt’ dream makes him show two sorts of life the 
individual who lived in wearisome fear of things seen and 
unnoticeable and as indicated by the mind-boggling beast of prey. It 
is possibly the “broadest sentiment’ of Nietzsche’s naturalism as 
Christopher Janaway delineates it. Janaway notes that remarkable 
strength is limited to Nietzsche, regardless of whether it is Plato or 
Christianity or Schopenhauer. He considers it an excuse for the 
useless spirit, the free will to power, or the unadulterated psyche that 
is self-transparent. Instead of focusing on the body, examining the 
animal thoughts of individuals and attempting to explain different 
ponders by conjuring drives, motivations, and impacts, which he 
arranges in our physical, genuine nearness. Individuals are to be 
‘translated go into nature,’ since we misshape their history, their 
cerebrum science, and the possibility of their characteristics – 
concerning all of which we should know assurances, as a route to the 
all‐important explore and conceivable revaluation of attributes. It is 
Nietzsche’s naturalism in the broad sense (Janaway 34)  

The accompanying activity Buck gains from his individual Dave, 
who fails miserably in any case yet fills Buck with a sentiment of self. 
Despite the way that Dave was not at standard with Buck to the 
extent that quality, he continued slumping on the fragile snow where 
the going was outrageous. He made sense of how to stand up till the 
end. Through the time spent during the turn of events, the author 
depicts Nietzsche’s dreams of disentangling individuals as normal 
beings for they acknowledge their life. The moral issue “concerns the 
faultlessness, not of society, nor most of the men yet the remarkable 
individual” (Tai 45). As Nietzsche says, “We find as the ripest natural 
item on their tree the sovereign individual, the individual who 
resembles no one anyway himself, who has before long part away 
from the significant nature of custom, the independent supra-moral 
individual” (46). Dave resembles Nietzsche’s concept of a sovereign 
individual who persistently vanquished himself and independently 
kicked the basin. In Nietzsche’s words, ‘to have the choice to vouch 
for oneself, and to do as such gladly, is to hold the benefit to stand up 
for oneself,’ and that is what Dave does. (50) 

Next in the story, we see Buck’s confrontation with the terrible 
specialists Hal, Charles, and Mercedes. They were unseemly and 
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lacking, and because of this, the canines needed to persevere through 
a lot. The mistaken finish of food, immaterial empathy by Mercedes, 
and the over-weight which the mutts draw closer to pull made the 
situation inauspicious, especially for Buck. With the hopeless and sad 
newcomers, the gathering needs to work twenty-five hundred miles 
of predictable follow. Buck can’t hold up under the hardness any 
more drawn out in this manner; he pulled where he could, in 
conclusion, tumbledown, regardless of how he was whipped and 
injured, even his muscles passed on to knotty strings, and the tissue 
pads had disappeared. Buck here addresses the ‘genuine 
characteristics of power turns over perseverance drives,’ where 
power drive is fitter for continuance. Nietzsche delineates, “Animal 
species, like the plants, have generally achieved a change following a 
particular territory, and now have something fixed and controlling in 
their character.” (Richardson 60) Buck’s rib and each bone were 
‘wrinkled in folds of openings, which was awful yet simply ‘Buck’s 
heart was unbreakable.’ (London, 78) Buck’s attitude portrays the 
‘essential employment’ of power or the ‘basis’ of Nietzsche’s 
progression.  

The fundamental use of this point is to the heredities that are 
Nietzsche’s genuine creatures (i.e., “becomings”) here. Over 
profound developmental time, a genealogy keeps going by enduring 
or imitating, however, by progressively conquering phases of itself – 
by advancing. (Richardson 61) Richardson explains Nietzsche’s 
impact of pointlessness as, “And authority over self, self-enduring, is 
beating one’s obstacles – and as needs are solidifying one’s old self, as 
corrected past, into an all the more full, progressively extraordinary 
self.” It further uncovers Nietzsche’s way of ensuring that each living 
thing the people expect for heritage advancement. The hard work of 
following and trial hefts Buck’s life to come to an end, and he needs a 
holy watchman messenger, which he gets as John Thornton. The 
author’s depiction of progress in the atmosphere, making ‘everything 
defrosting, contorting, snapping,’ yells a change. Hal, Charles, and 
Mercedes are inefficient and fresh; however, Thornton knows the 
assortment in this way. He urges the pooch owners to make a stop; 
anyway, Hal requests that they should keep moving. Disregarding 
how the gathering starts crawling always, Buck advances no 
endeavour, considering how the relationship with the rough world 
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licenses him to distinguish the moving toward destiny. His optimistic 
attitude hit the blow of Charles without hurting a great deal. Still, he 
required Thornton to save him as the last vibe of misery has left him. 
This ‘drive’ of Buck is to keep his ‘world condition,’ as Nietzsche 
explains. “Our astuteness, our will, even our encounters are reliant 
on our worth decisions: these solutions to our drives and their real 
conditions. Our drives are reducible to the will to 
power.”(Richardson 80)  

From the grip of the frightful trio: Hal, Charles, and Mercedes to 
the present companion out of luck, the sort-hearted John Thornton, 
Buck regains his strength ‘into another existence’. He experiences a 
genuine and exhilarating love, far away from a ruined pet or the day 
worker, worked out to pull the sledge. It is difficult to describe 
‘happiness’ from Nietzsche’s viewpoint. The philosopher 
acknowledges the unusual challenge of becoming an authentic 
individual. Living with the contrast of calmness and wariness and 
remaining awake to ‘goals,’ to ‘prosperity,’ to happiness is the 
condition for wantonness is to combat one’s detections: as long as life 
grows, euphoria and instinct. (Tai 12) 

Buck saves Thornton’s life, yet humankind doesn’t justify his 
love, ‘Thornton alone held him.’ Regardless, the activities of 
experience made him ‘in-humane.’ He knows either to the expert or 
be aced, ‘execute or be butchered,’ ‘eat or be eaten.’ His procedure 
shows the unit of his real Self from the obliged human mind. Buck 
reflects the superhuman characteristics portrayed by Nietzsche, i.e., 
the responsive behaviour, and decision to serve oneself. (Richardson 
96)  

As a result of getting money from the bet, Thornton deals with 
his commitment and keeps wandering close by Buck and various 
puppies searching for a valley overflowing with gold. At a suitable 
time of time, Buck finds another friend, a wild wolf. He influences 
the two characters one as a sledge dog in Thornton’s camp and 
distinctive as a rugged tracker in the forest area. Buck keeps visiting 
woods, pursues, butchers bears, and fishes for salmon the conduit. In 
the wake of getting animated from the forest area, he returns to find a 
calamity. The pro-Thornton was dead and all the doggies too. The 
Yeehats have attacked the camp, and Buck growled with furiousness 
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because of his uncommon love for John Thornton. By transforming 
into a live tempest of fury’ and a ‘scalawag fundamentally,’ Buck 
thundered the Yeehats and pulled them to the forested zones. With 
this, he had executed man, the noblest round of all. Buck laments for 
his master, but this breaks the last tie with the man for him. ‘Man and 
the instances of man could no longer tie him,’ he heads towards the 
forest area to be with his ‘wild kin.’ Buck explains the ‘New 
Aesthetics’ by Nietzsche, which centres around getting a charge out 
of, judging, and making greatness, i.e., progressing under typical and 
social assurance to settle on new flawlessness of self-determination.  

Buck is an independent ruler, who faces the brutality of the cold-
hearted world, but expert in it. This transition is presented by the 
author as a victory, not a tragedy, turning out to be what involves a 
defeat of oneself that is indistinguishable from an experience of self-
distance and self-distraction, a meeting that results from a 
presentation of oneself to one’s (creature) otherness. Character and 
self-personality are known by one’s life, turning out to be what one is 
subverting. For Nietzsche, life is a progression of examinations and 
encounters where the point isn’t to discover who one genuinely is, 
however, who else one could be. (Lemm 108) In the entire story of 
continuous battle, London’s wild straightforwardly has Nietzsche’s 
naturalism. Regular drives and social propensities press towards 
clashing arrangements of the end for creation- a creation that makes 
the esteems and lives in the light of them. (Richardson 270). 

To conclude, London’s and Nietzsche’s thoughts on 
sustainability, while not explicitly stated in their writings, can be 
inferred from the broader philosophical ideas. Nietzsche’s emphasis 
on embracing one’s instincts, questioning conventional moral norms, 
and striving for self-actualization aligns with the principles of 
sustainability. His call for individuals to transcend societal norms and 
cultivate their unique potential can be extended to advocating for a 
harmonious coexistence with the environment. Nietzsche’s concept of 
the “will to power” can be interpreted as a call to recognize our 
agency in shaping our world, urging us to consider the long-term 
consequences of our actions on the environment and future 
generations. Additionally, his exploration of eternal recurrence and 
the cyclical nature of life can underscore the importance of 
responsible practices that ensure the well-being of the planet over 
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time. While Nietzsche’s writings don’t directly address modern 
sustainability concerns, his philosophy encourages a mindful and 
holistic approach to human existence that resonates with the ideals of 
sustainable living and ecological stewardship. Lined up with the 
same concept the author imagines a different way of being in the 
world that is desperately needed right now because our human-
centred behaviours have taken us to the verge of multiple calamities 
of our own making. When protecting his life, Buck can be brutal, but 
he also teaches readers about the honour of belonging to a team and 
experiencing a strong sense of community. Jack London prompts us 
to consider if our urge to survive is founded on anything other than 
sheer power, or if it is based on a will to coexist with others in 
tenuous harmony, including other species and nature itself. 
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